Character Design Document

Zalerak
Patriarch of the White Dragonflight

Executive Summary
This document is intended to outline the design of the character 'Zalerak' to allow for smooth
implementation.
This document contains all relevant character information including a detailed move list with visual
representation of all possible movements.

Biography
Patriarch of the white (aka Ivory) dragonflight.
Zalerak was created in secret by the dark titan Sargaras at the same time as the titans created the
other flights. He and his children the white dragonflight live within a pocket dimension known as
The Singularity and are able to move freely between the realms of Azeroth, Deepholm, The
Emerald Dream and their roost in The Singularity causing disturbances and putting the pieces in
place awaiting the master's return.

The white dragonflight is responsible for a long list of events in Azeroth's history designed to hinder
the different races and the five flights to make Azeroth more vulnerable to attack by the burning
legion but so far to no avail. They prefer to work behind the scenes in mortal forms rather than
revealing themselves through open engagement and as such have yet to join the burning legion in
battle but a recent slip up on their part has revealed their existence to the races of Azeroth and so
they have been forced to accelerate their plans and resort to open war.
Zalerak often takes the form of an undead known as Zale Tarik, which he used in order to sow the
seeds of dissent that lead to the Grand Apothecary Putress and Varimathrus staging a coup d‟état on
Sylvanas and betraying the unified forces at the battle of “Angrathar the Wrathgate”. This lead to a
rift between the Forsaken and the other Horde races and King Varian Wrynn of the Alliance
declaring all out war against the Horde.

Attributes and Abilities
Level ?? (Boss)

Health :
70,000,000 Hp (10 Man Normal)
120,000,000 Hp (10 Man Heroic)
180,000,000 Hp (25 Man Normal)
240,000,000 Hp (25 Man Heroic)

Mana:
150,000,000 Mp (10 Man Normal)
200,000,000 Mp (10 Man Heroic)
300,000,000 Mp (25 Man Normal)
400,000,000 Mp (25 Man Heroic)

Abilities Used:
Zalerak is a White Wyrm with the typical dragon abilities to fly and attack using both physical
attacks (claws and tail in particular) and use magic. He also has a powerful arcane breath called
'Arcane Torrent'.
Zalerak is also able to call more power from his master Sargaras augmenting him at the cost of his
form and sanity and to call forth a wall of powerful demonic magic to buffet the player's party.

Full Movement List and Encounter Breakdown
Walk
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Melee Attack/Cleave
Cleave: Zalerak sweeps the area in front of him dealing damage to all enemies struck
Deals 20,000-25,000 damage in 10 Man Normal, 30,000-35,000 damage in 10 Man Heroic, 50,00055,000 damage in 25 Man Normal, 60,000-65,000 damage in 25 Man Heroic.
Usage: During the ground phases, every 2 seconds that Zalerak is not using a different ability he
uses Cleave,

Arm Up

Attack Hitting

Follow Through

Breath/Arcane Torrent
Arcane Torrent: A large cone of arcane energy in the form of a breath for 2 seconds.
Deals 60,000-63,000 arcane damage per second in 10 Man Normal, 70,000-75,000 arcane damage
per second in 10 Man Heroic, 75,000-82,000 arcane damage per second in 25 Man Normal and
85,000-95,000 arcane damage per second in 25 Man Heroic.
Usage: Used approximately every 8-12 seconds during ground phases, varies.

Neck Back

Breathing

Neck Returns

Tail Swipe
Tail Swipe: Zalerak sweeps his tail across behind him dealing damage to all enemies struck
Deals 50,000-55,000 damage in 10 Man Normal, 60,000-65,000 damage in 10 Man Heroic, 80,00085,000 damage in 25 Man Normal and 90,000-95,000 damage in 25 Man Heroic. It also knocks
back.
Usage: During ground phases, every 6 seconds Zalerak will use Tail Swipe
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Tail Hitting

Follow
Through

Fel Power
Fel Power: Gains one stack (point) each phase, increases damage and armour but transforms his
body.
Increases damage by 10% per stack in Normal mode or 25% per stack in Heroic mode
Usage: Used at the end of each phase (except phase 4)

Channel Starts

Transformation

Dissipates

Wall of Power
Wall of Power: A corrupted arcane wall of energy that moves from Zalerak right across the arena
propelling you backwards.
Deals 10% of maximum health in Normal mode and 20% of maximum health in Heroic mode.

Perched

Channeling

Relaxes

Encounter Breakdown:
When the encounter begins the party is interrupting Zalerak attempting to open a portal through
which Sargaras will be able to enter the singularity and from there return to Azeroth.

Phase 1:
Typical ground phase for a dragon fight, Tank holds aggro (keeps Zalerak's attacks on himself and
not more vulnerable party members), melee range damage dealing party members (DPS) avoid the
tail and frontal attacks (Tail Swipe and Cleave respectively), Ranged DPS and healers keep their
distance.
At 75% health phase 2 begins.

Phase 2:
Zalerak flies into the air and more enemies (mobs) come in; one from either side in „10 man‟ mode
or two from each side in '25 man' mode. These mobs are White Dragonkin and have 1,000,000 Hp
in Normal mode and 3,000,000 Hp in Heroic Mode, they use a “Cleave” similar to Zalerak‟s but it
does roughly ½ the damage.
After they have been dispatched or after 2 minutes Zalerak lands on a perch and sends a wave of
energy right across the area (Wall of Power), players must position themselves so that when it hits
them they hit the opposite pillar and don't go flying off the edge and die, any mobs that are still
alive are unaffected. If they fail and fall off the edge they cannot rejoin the encounter unless the
whole team dies as they are immediately released. Healers must be able to get the whole party's
health up before he uses it as it does a lot of damage
This phase then repeats up to three times in 'Normal' mode or five times in 'Heroic' mode or until
Zalerak reaches 50% health (he remains within range.

Phase 3:
Another ground phase but Zalerak does increased damage and has changed noticeably in
appearance (2 stacks of Fel Power), becoming more demonic as Sargaras's energies flow into him.
This continues until 25% health with the ground crumbling at a rate equivalent to damage output
due to the power being exerted by Zalerak's portal. Players must position themselves on the
platforms.

Phase 4:
Ground has crumbled away except the platforms which begin to revolve around Zalerak, players
can move between platforms using portal linkages between them. Melee must go to the closest
platform and ranged and healers must go to the outer two.
At 1% health Zalerak becomes invulnerable and Sargaras opens the portal through to The
Singularity from the other side just enough to drain Zalerak's essence and the portal snaps shut
behind him with Zalerak's lifeless body falling through space. The platforms raise and connect to
another platform where they are able to loot a chest and take a portal back to Azeroth.

Transformation
Dragon Form, no stacks of 'Fel Power'

One stack of 'Fel Power'

Two stacks of 'Fel Power'

Three stacks of 'Fel Power'

Camera Considerations
Zalerak always needs to be viewable by the player, especially in advance of 'Wall of Power' as the
player needs to react to his position. Platform positions also need to be evident visually to the player
before the ground begins to crumble.

Technical Considerations
Zalerak's encounter will require several slightly different 3d models as not only his texture but his
physical form will change due to 'Fel Power'.
Wall of Power will require a large 'knock-back' effect which the player will need to be able to fairly
easily avoid through a collision with the environment.
The environment will need to be able to crumble gradually and at a rate linked to Zalerak's health.
All of his stats and those of his abilities and the 'mobs' which come in during phase two have to be
adjusted by the chosen setting for the dungeon (Normal/Heroic and 10/25 man)
A lot of testing would be required to fine tune the exact damage values of Zalerak‟s attacks.

